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Abstract

In this research manuscript, the author has detailed a Scheme of ‘One Step Evolutionary Growth of Any Set Of Concern’.

Theory

Considering any Primality Set {composed of Elements of Sequence Of Primes Of Order Space 2}, say, $PS_1$.

*Note: All the Numbers that do not Belong to Any Set of Sequence of Higher Order Primes can be Axiomatically Taken to Belong to Sequence Of Primes of Order Space 1.*

We consider One Step Evolution of $PS_1$ as the Primality Set, say $PS_{1E1}$ which is basically a Set wherein each of the Prime Number of the Primality Set $PS_1$ has reached its Next Consecutive Prime Number State.

However, we express this Primality $PS_{1E1} = PS_1 + \Delta_{PS_{1E1}-PS_1}$

Also, we express the Primality $\Delta_{PS_{1E1}-PS_1}$ as $\bigcup_{k=1}^{N} \{k_j PS_k\}$ where

$\{k_j PS_k\}$denotes a $k^{th}$ Primality Set(of $N$ Primality Sets) which is Composed of Sequence Of Primes of Order Space $k_j$, for $j \leq N$.

That is the Difference PrimalitySet is actually a Union (to Exhaustion) Of Primality Sets of Elements belonging to Sequence of Primes of Order Spaces 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,……etc. Again, when we consider One Step Evolution of this Primality Set $PS_{1E1}$, we again consider the Difference Primality Decomposition in the Same Fashion, to Exhaustion.

This is how One Step Evolutionary Growth of Any Set.

Moral

*Evolution Is Optimal Growth.*
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